Masters, slaves…
Missing sheep…
Helping all.

kingdom values flourish.
Prepare your children’s session
Read Bible notes on

.

Do your best…
Serve the Lord…
Be a friend…
Grow with God.

Growing from a seed...

As disciples and especially as children’s leaders we cannot
force a child to grow in faith, but how might you create the
right environment and provide helpful resources to encourage
growth? How are you seeing God’s kingdom values flourish in
your local area and church?

Creator God,
thank you that you have planted us here.
Thank you for roots of friendship,
and the fruit of the Spirit.
Amen.

Keep in mind, as you prepare and lead the sessions, that growth
in faith can be an adventure, where fruitfulness is the ultimate
goal, and that even seeds sown together sprout at different
rates. Allow space and time for the children to consider their
Think about the conditions seeds need to grow W E S
own growing adventure. Have fun with the metaphor and –
like the gardener – have patience with sowing, nurturing and
You will need: a small pot of soil, seeds, water, a light source.
These are all seeds, and given the right conditions,
they will grow into plants, and
harvesting!
• Pass around the items to hold, and ask what conditions a seed
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becoming fruitful, and that God’s values can flourish within us
seeds growing into plants and even trees, read
it here if we create the right conditions.
Go to www.rootsontheweb.com for all links, templates and images.
Extra ideas can be found on p.32.
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Jesus used many parables or stories
to teach the people.
Those who heard them often didn’t
understand them,
but he explained everything in priva
te to his disciples.
Mark 4.26-34
See Share the Word.

Spiritual styles (as defined by David Csinos) key: Word, Emotion, Symbol, Action.
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seeds because they could be seen and people understood them, now we need to relate
the story to our lives. How can we help God's church grow ? Maybe it is being kind,
helping others, being generous, being gentle and faithful.
•

Could you add those words, and any others you can think of as fruit on a tree to
remind you?

